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Inconsistencies

Is everything we eat associated with cancer? A systematic cookbook review, Schoenfeld and
Ioannidis, Amer. Jour. of Clinical Nutrition, 2013.
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http://ajcn.nutrition.org/content/early/2012/11/27/ajcn.112.047142.full.pdf
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Public evidence for a Lack of Reproducibility

• J.P. Ioannidis. Why Most Published Research Findings Are False
PLoS Med. 2005.

• Lies, Damned Lies, and Medical Science, The Atlantic. Nov, 2010

Courtesy V. Stodden, SC, 2015
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http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
http://mescal.imag.fr/membres/arnaud.legrand/teaching/2011/EP_lies.pdf


Public evidence for a Lack of Reproducibility

Last Week Tonight with John Oliver:

Last Week Tonight with John Oliver:
Scienti�c Studies (HBO), May 2016

• J.P. Ioannidis. Why Most Published Research Findings Are False
PLoS Med. 2005.

• Lies, Damned Lies, and Medical Science, The Atlantic. Nov, 2010

Courtesy V. Stodden, SC, 2015
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Rnq1NpHdmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Rnq1NpHdmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Rnq1NpHdmw
http://www.plosmedicine.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pmed.0020124
http://mescal.imag.fr/membres/arnaud.legrand/teaching/2011/EP_lies.pdf


Quick poll

1 Have you ever tried to reproduce some research results ?

2 Have you ever failed ?
Article typique en traitement d’image

fichier PDF ce qu’on peut faire avec :

4 lire les formules

4 croire les résultats

8 vérifier les résultats

8 reproduire les résultats

8 voir les images en détail

8 voir les graphes en détail

7 / 21

Courtesy of Enric Meinhardt-Llopis, CANUM 2016

3 Have you ever had trouble reproducing the work of one of your student?
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Why are scienti�c studies so di�cult to reproduce?

1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility, Nature, May 2016

1934: Karl Popper introduces the notion of falsi�ability
and crucial experiment and puts reproducing the work of
others at the core of science

Reproducibility of experimental results is the
hallmark of science [Drummond, 2009]

Key factors

• publication pressure, mentoring, . . .

• selective reporting, poor analysis

• code/raw data unavailable

What can be done?

• better teaching/understanding of stats, better designs

• incentives for better practices
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http://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
http://www.site.uottawa.ca/ICML09WS/papers/w2.pdf
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All this is about Natural Sciences. Should we care ?

Yes. Computer Science is young and inherits from Mathematics, Engineering, Nat. Sciences, . . .

Model 6= Reality.

Although designed and built by human beings, computer systems are so complex
that mistakes easily slip in. . .

• Experiments: Mytkowicz, Diwan, Hauswirth, Sweeney. Producing wrong data without doing
anything obviously wrong!. SIGPLAN Not. 44(3), March 2009

• Statistics: Trouble at the lab, The Economist 2013

According to some estimates, three-quarters of published scientific papers in the field of
machine learning are bunk because of this "overfitting". Sandy Pentland, MIT

• Numerical reproducibility: change compiler, OS, machine and see what happens. Ever tried to
exploit a parallel architecture ?
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http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1508284.1508275
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1508284.1508275
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21588057-scientists-think-science-self-correcting-alarming-degree-it-not-trouble
http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.3300
http://arxiv.org/abs/1312.3300
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Reproducible Research: Trying to Bridge the Gap
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Inspired by Roger D. Peng's lecture on reproducible research, May 20147 / 9
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Reproducible Research: Trying to Bridge the Gap

Try to keep track of the whole chain
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Reproducible Research: Trying to Bridge the Gap
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Webinars: Learning by Doing

Many di�erent tools/approaches developed in various communities

1 Replicable article

2 Logging your activity

3 Logging and backing up
your data

4 Organizing your data

5 Mastering your
environment

6 Controlling your
experiments

7 Making your
data/code/article
available

1. Introduction, Litterate programming 2. Controling your environment

3. Numerical reproducibility 4. Logging and backing up your work
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http://github.com/alegrand/RR_webinars/blob/master/1_replicable_article_laboratory_notebook/index.org
https://github.com/alegrand/RR_webinars/blob/master/2_controling_your_environment/index.org
https://github.com/alegrand/RR_webinars/blob/master/3_numerical_reproducibility/index.org
https://github.com/alegrand/RR_webinars/blob/master/4_logging_and_backing_up_your_work/index.org


What Next ?
Article typique en traitement d’image

fichier PDF ce qu’on peut faire avec :

4 lire les formules

4 croire les résultats

8 vérifier les résultats

8 reproduire les résultats

8 voir les images en détail

8 voir les graphes en détail
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It's up to us. We should care and take the lead

Learning is the essence of our work
 Train our researchers and students

• Slight cultural changes in our relation to publication and daily practice

• Higher con�dence in our (students) work  de�nite competitive advantage

• Our research will become sound, deeper, auditable, more visible, reusable, . . .

Next webinars: in October 2016

https://github.com/alegrand/RR_webinars
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https://github.com/alegrand/RR_webinars/blob/master/README.org

